News Release
ORISTEL APPOINTED BY SIAE MICROELETTRONICA AS PREFERRED
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION PARTNER FOR DISTRIBUTION OF ITS MICROWAVE
RADIO PRODUCTS IN THE ASIA PACIFIC REGION
Massive growth in demand for broadband mobility in Asia presents
exciting opportunities for OrisTel and its partners
Singapore, 17 June 2014 - Singapore Technologies Electronics Limited (ST
Electronics) announced that its telecom systems integration arm, OrisTel Systems Pte
Ltd (OrisTel), has been appointed by SIAE MICROELETTRONICA as its preferred
systems integration partner for the distribution of its microwave radio products in the
Asia Pacific region.

OrisTel will leverage the synergies derived from ST Electronics’ extensive customer
base and SIAE MICROELETTRONICA’s microwave radio solutions to deliver highspeed broadband solutions in the Asia Pacific region.

"SIAE MICROELETTRONICA looks forward to a prosperous relationship with OrisTel
and to deliver the most advanced microwave solution technologies to their customers
in the Asia Pacific region."
~ Marco LORETO,
International Sales & Marketing Director,
SIAE MICROELETTRONICA
"OrisTel strives to deliver best-of-class products and solutions together with SIAE
MICROELETTRONICA to meet the rising bandwidth demand from customers in Asia
Pacific."
~ GOH Wai Pheng
SVP/General Manager, OrisTel Systems &
Deputy President, ST Electronics (Satcom & Sensor Systems)
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Empowering thru’ innovation

OrisTel will showcase the latest SIAE MICROELETTRONICA’S microwave technology
at CommunicAsia 2014 from 17 to 20 June 2014 at Marina Bay Sands, Singapore, at
the ST Electronics booth #1N3-01.

At the OrisTel stand, visitors will see how SIAE MICROELETTRONICA’S solutions can
support all network typology like enterprise private network, PPT/Fixed wired network,
mobile and LTE backhaul through the latest microwave technology: E-band solution,
high capacity full IP outdoor microwave radio, the Packet and Hybrid configuration
systems and the universal aggregation platform.
*****
SIAE MICROELETTRONICA founded in 1952, is a leader in wireless communication
technology. Present in over 28 countries it offers to national and multinational operators
advanced technological solution for microwave and millimetre wave transport, services and
design. With a in-house advances RF capabilities from design to industrialization SIAE
MICROELETTRONICA products bring innovation to the market
OrisTel Systems a subsidiary of ST Electronics which is one of Asia’s largest InfoCommunications Technology solutions house, addresses the complex telecom network
infrastructure needs of telecom operators, government and utility customers across the AsiaPacific region. As a regional systems integration partner of several leading-edge telecom
equipment manufacturers, OrisTel brings the combined resources and expertise of ST
Electronics and product partners to deliver best-in-class telecom solutions of the highest
quality to its customers.
ST Electronics (Singapore Technologies Electronics Limited), the electronics arm of
ST Engineering, delivers innovative system solutions to government, commercial, defence,
and industrial customers worldwide. With a presence in more than 20 countries,
ST
Electronics markets its solutions to more than 100 countries internationally. It specialises in the
design, development and integration of advanced electronics and communications systems,
such as broadband radio frequency and satellite communication, e-Government solutions,
information communications technologies and IT, rail and traffic management, real-time
command and control, modelling and simulation, eLearning & interactive digital media, training
services, intelligent building management and information security. For more information,
please visit www.stee.stengg.com.
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